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Airship Attack! — Presenting the LZ41 (L-11) 
DISCLAIMER: This post continues to be updated with new material. To make 
sure you see the most current version of the zeppelin cards / rules, please clear the 
image & file cache for your internet browser. Some forum members claim to be 
unable to see changes to this post. Make sure to REFRESH the page. Thanks!

---------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------

Hello everyone!

I want to share with you my management card design for the Zeppelin LZ41 (L11) 
— a 'Type P' German airship which was operational from June 15th 1915, until it was 
decommissioned on August 5th 1917. The crew of the L11 endured one of the longest 
careers of any German airship in WWI. Operational roles included: naval scout, high 
altitude bomber, English raider, and finally as an airship trainer.

Before I jump into the cards, their mechanics, and what they look like — let me share 
with you some of the information I found about the LZ41, as it helps to understand 
some of the decisions behind why the cards look the way they do.

---------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------

Zeppelin LZ41 (L-11) Stats

 Length: 536.4 FT
 Diameter: 61.35 FT
 Gas Capacity: 1,126,700 FT — contained throughout 16 gas cells
 Engines: Total of 4 = Maybach C-X engines; 210HP each.
 Max speed: 57.7 MPH (endurance = 2,700 miles)
 Ceiling: 10,500 FT
 Crew: 16-18 (including officers)
 Guns: Total of 8 = Spandau MG08 / MG14 parabellum (Water-cooling 

preferred)



---------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------

Now that we have that out of the way, let's get to the cards!

Lo-fi and Hi-fi versions of the cards (in their current state) can be found HERE.

Zeppelin appropriate crew / engine / and wound tokens may be found at the link 
shown above (PSD or TIF format)

In order to provide a sense of scale, each management card has been designed for a 
300 dpi document measuring 8.5"x11". There is a half-inch border left around each 
card to allow for printer margins (and possible lamination). Each of the round "token" 
areas you see have been scaled to fit the standard Wings of War tokens provided in each 
of the base games. Token icons represents one of two things:

---------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------

GREEN Numbers & Lines = Alternate Crew Position (see crew movement in the 
"Pilot/Mechanic" rules section below)

RED Numbers & Lines = Crew-member Position + Duty

   = Machine Gunner

http://wingsofwar.org/wowauser/Zeppelin_LZ41/


   = Pilot
   = Pilot/Mechanic
   = Mechanic only

BLUE Numbers & Lines = Special Airship Damage

   = Tracking Engine Damage
   = Tracking Gas Cell Damage

---------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------

Basic Card Stats

 Movement Deck: XD (optional)
 Damage: 128 (subject to change)
 Engine Count: 4
 Gun Damage: "B" Deck (single barrel MG's)

L-11 Crew Roster (version 3)

 Top Hull: 3 Machine Gunners (foreward); 1 Machine Gunner (tail)
 Forward Nacelle: 2 Machine Gunners; 1 Pilot; 2 Pilot/Mechanics (only 1 

capable of moving between nacelles, once per turn)
 Aft Nacelle: 2 Machine Gunners; 2 Pilot/Mechanics (static — does not move 

between nacelles); 1 Mechanic (static — does not move between nacelles)
 Internal: 2 Mechanics (unable to fulfill pilot role — must be used only to repair 

gas cells)

---------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------

Win Conditions

 Deplete the Zeppelin's total strength (128)
 Destroy 3 out of 4 gas zones (each zone has been color coded for easy 

distinction)
 Kill all of the pilots (5 total)
 Destroy all of the engines (4 total)
 Zeppelin climbs to safety (optional scenario)

---------------------------------------------------------------

http://www.wingsofwar.org/forums/showthread.php?5302-Zeppelin-over-Ohio&p=74596&viewfull=1#post74596


---------------------------------------------------------------

Rules for play (borrowed and modified from   "  Flight of The Giants  ")

The crew is formed of pilots, gunners, and mechanics. When looking at the Zeppelin 
management card you can see immediately which role a crewman has by the symbol in 
the role circle linked to his number. The reason for Pilot/Mechanics (instead of just 
Mechanics), is that they probably know enough about the inner-workings of the 
Zeppelin, especially the engines, to sustain flight even if the captain is 
wounded/incapacitated/killed. See the rules below in reference to multifaceted pilots 
and their roles.

Determining Who/What Takes Damage
Crew
Take as many wounded crewman tokens with consecutive numbers starting from “1” as 
there are crew positions on your zeppelin and place them face-down on the table. When 
the zeppelin suffers “Crew Wounded” special damage, the player draws one of the 
crewman tokens at random and reveals it: the matching crew position is silenced and 
cannot perform special duties (ie. Fire machine gun / repair engines). Pilots can take two
such wounds before they are incapacitated (Flight of The Giants, page 6).

Gas Cells
Take as many gas cell tokens with consecutive numbers starting from “1” as there are 
gas cells on your zeppelin and place them face-down on the table. When the zeppelin 
suffers “Smoke / Fire” special damage, the player draws one of the gas cell tokens at 
random and reveals it: the matching gas cell is on fire. Please refer to the “Gas Cell” 
rule section for more details (Flight of The Giants, page 6). 

Special Damage

 Explosions / Fire / Smoke: Please refer to the rules outlined in the "Gas Cells" 
section.
--

 Jammed Guns: Due to their stable firing platform, Zeppelin gunners ignore all 
red jam cards.
--

 Rudder Jammed: Applicable only if "movement" rules are in use, otherwise 
disregard. If movement rules are in play, resolve rudder jams as you would with 
a normal plane.
--

 Engine Damaged: Please refer to the rules outlined in the "Mechanics" section.
--

 Crew Wounded: Please refer to the rules outlined in the "Pilots" section.

Pilots
Pilots are wounded with no effect to their maneuvering abilities the first time that they 
are hit and are incapacitated the second time that they are hit. A pilot will have one 
casualty marker placed on his role circle the first time he is hit and a second casualty 
marker placed on his role circle the second time he is hit, which causes him to become 
incapacitated. However, when a pilot with a Mechanics Skill suffers his first hit, his 

http://www.fantasyflightgames.com/ffg_content/wings-of-war/support/wow-flight-of-the-giants-rules.pdf


ability to repair is silenced (even though his maneuvering ability is unaffected). A plane
with all its pilots incapacitated is shot down. (Flight of The Giants, page 10) 

Pilot/Mechanics
The Zeppelin LZ41 has FOUR Pilot/Mechanics who can try to repair the engines if the 
engines become damaged. These Pilot/Mechanics start each game in their primary start 
position (labeled in red), and if an engine is hit, the Pilot/Mechanic can attempt to repair
any damage engine located in their own nacelle. However, when a pilot with a 
Mechanics Skill suffers his first hit, his ability to repair is silenced (even though his
maneuvering ability is unaffected).

If there is a Pilot/Mechanic capable of movement (position #5), place the crew 
movement token on the role circle for positions identified in green. After each 
movement phase, before starting to resolve any fire, the owner of the Zeppelin can 
declare that an eligible Pilot/Mechanic is switching positions. Take the crew movement 
token and move it to whichever location the crewman is leaving. The moving 
Pilot/Mechanic cannot repair any engines at this time.

After each movement phase, the owner can decide that the Pilot/Mechanic reaches one 
of his two possible positions: either at the Front Nacelle (place the crew movement 
token on the role circle for the position identified by the red number) or the Rear 
Nacelle (place the crew movement token on the role circle for the position identified by 
the green circle). A Pilot/Mechanic cannot repair his engine on the phase he reaches 
his new position, but he can attempt to fix it on the phase AFTER the one in which 
he reached the new location.

If the Pilot/Mechanic spends a whole turn at the engines (in the nacelle he occupies), he 
can try to repair damage to one of them. At the end of the turn, after any fi re is 
resolved, draw a “B” damage card. If the result is “0” or an explosion, the damage is 
permanent and cannot be repaired and you can flip the engine damage token facedown 
to point it out; if the result is “1” or more, the damage is repaired. If the damage is 
repaired, you can remove one engine damage token. Each Pilot/Mechanic can try to 
repair damage on his own nacelle only. He can try only once for each engine 
damage, and for no more than one damage each turn. (modified from the "Zeppelin 
Staaken mechanic/gunner rules featured in Flight of The Giants, page 13) 

Mechanics Only
Mechanics (shown without a pilot icon) are STATIC crew members that may not 
move or fulfill the role of pilot. If all pilots have been incapacitated, and there are 
mechanics still alive aboard the zeppelin, the airship is considered to have been shot 
down. If the Mechanic spends a whole turn at the engines (in the nacelle he occupies), 
he can try to repair damage to one of them. At the end of the turn, after any fi re is 
resolved, draw a “B” damage card. If the result is “0” or an explosion, the damage is 
permanent and cannot be repaired and you can flip the engine damage token facedown 
to point it out; if the result is “1” or more, the damage is repaired. If the damage is 
repaired, you can remove one engine damage token. Each Mechanic can try to repair 
damage on his own nacelle only. He can try only once for each engine damage, and 
for no more than one damage each turn. (modified from the "Zeppelin Staaken 
mechanic/gunner rules" featured in Flight of The Giants, page 13 & 14)

Mechanics which are shown occupying the internal portions of the airship (see 
second, horizontal, management card) may only be used to repair damaged gas cells. 



All cells are accessible by these two particular mechanics, thus movement tokens are 
unnecessary. If the Mechanic spends a whole turn at the gas cell, he can try to 
repair the damage done to it. At the end of the turn, after any fire is resolved, draw a 
“B” damage card. If the result is “0” or an explosion, the damage is permanent and 
cannot be repaired; if the result is “1” or more, the damage is repaired. If the damage is 
repaired, you can remove the corresponding token from the gas cell damage track. He 
can try only once for each gas cell, and for no more than one cell each turn. If an 
explosion card was drawn during the repair test, adjacent cells automatically catch
fire. 

Machine Gunners
When a crewman is wounded, the player places a casualty marker in the role circle on 
the airplane management card that corresponds to the number on the wounded crewman
token that was drawn. The machine gun that crewman operated can no longer be fired. 
When a gunner is hit the first time, he’s incapacitated and his machine gun is silenced. 
On top of the Zeppelin, and in each of the nacelles, there are multiple gunners that firing
anywhere from 2-3 machine guns. In the event that one of these gunners is 
eliminated, his machine gun can be used by the other gunners at his location. Place
a casualty marker on the role circle for the position occupied by the eliminated 
crewman. If the player wants the remaining gunner(s) to fire the machine gun of 
the eliminated crewman, the player has to put a crew movement token on the role 
circle for the position not occupied by this gunner to indicate this movement. 
(Flight of The Giants, pages 10 & 14) 



Gas Cells
The Zeppelin is divided into 4 "zones". If you look carefully at the horizontal card in the
first post, you will see that there are 4 distinct colored areas. These larger areas are 
considered to be a "zone", with each one containing a cluster of 4 gas cells. Each 
individual cell has a hit-point value indicated by 8 small round check boxes.

One of the methods for Zeppelin destruction, mentioned above, states that a Zeppelin 
may be "shot down" if 3 of these 4 zones are completely disabled. Each "gas zone" 
has been color coded on the horizontal management card for easy identification 
(the colors are used merely to distinguish zones and do not carry any inherent value 
based on their color). This means that for each "zone", 4 of the individual cells need to 
be dealt damage equal to the number of hit-boxes inside them. Once all of the hit-boxes 
for an individual cell are filled, a damage token is placed on the corresponding "token 
track" at the top of the card. After all the cells in a given zone are destroyed, that 
zone has been eliminated.When 3 of the 4 zones are eliminated, the zeppelin loses 
all altitude and crashes to the ground. 

All flame, smoke, and explosion cards deal their damage directly to cells (instead of 
affecting the structural strength of the airship). Explosion cards automatically destroy an
entire cell. Cells adjacent to the explosion also catch fire in the process. Likewise, 
flame and smoke cards not only deal damage equal to their face value, but they 
persist unil the cell is destroyed; smoke cards should be treated as if they were 
“fire”.

Once a cell is on fire, put a flame token on the corresponding damage track at the top of 
the horizontal management card. The gas cell takes an “A” damage card at the start of 
each turn, just as airplanes do. Only damage points and explosions are considered; all 
other types of special damage are ignored. Do not discard the flame token: For gas 
cells, fires do not end after the third turn as they do for planes. Subtract the face damage
of each new damage card from the gas cell’s remaining hit points (modified from page 
11 of Burning Drachens).

Only the Internal Mechanics (crew positions #15 & #16) may try to repair 
damaged gas cells. All gas cells are accessible by these two particular mechanics, thus 
crew movement tokens are unnecessary. If the Mechanic spends a whole turn at the 
gas cell, he can try to repair the damage done to it. At the end of the turn, after any 
fire is resolved, draw a “B” damage card. If the result is “0” or an explosion, the damage
is permanent and cannot be repaired; if the result is “1” or more, the damage is repaired.
If the damage is repaired, you can remove the corresponding token from the gas cell 
damage track. He can try only once for each gas cell, and for no more than one cell each
turn. If an explosion card was drawn during the repair test, adjacent cells 
automatically catch fire. 

Movement
This depends on a couple of things:

 Can you move your zeppelin kit easily?
 Does the scenario require the zeppelin to move?
 Is your gaming area large enough to accommodate movement?



If the answer to any of these questions is "yes", then movement is certainly feasible. 
Since the zeppelin, to scale, would need to be 3.5-4 feet in size, you certainly do not 
want the zeppelin to move very far during the game. My thoughts on the matter are this 
— to allow for airship movement, use one of the "XD" decks from Flight of the Giants, 
and only move the zeppelin at the end of every turn (instead of every movement 
phase). 

1. Selecting a card from the "XD" deck, place the card at the front of the zeppelin's 
support base (see diagram below: dotted line = front of airship base)
---

2. Instead of moving the entire model so that the rear of the base overlaps the front 
of the arrow, simply slide the zeppelin base forward, over-top the card, until the 
leading edge touches the point of the arrowhead.
---

3. If the movement card has a curved arrow, swing the rear end of the zeppelin 
around so that it faces the appropriate direction.
---

4. Remove the card.

  

Enemy Aircraft
For every 4 enemy aircraft attacking the zeppelin, add 1 friendly plane to defend 
the airship (single or two-seater — relative to the scenario).

Many of the members here on the forums, especially those who participated at Origins 
2011, have suggested that there be a limit on which planes should be allowed in 
Zeppelin sorties. Using the LZ41 (L-11) as the example of an airship that survived the 
war, the effective cut off date for eligible planes should be around the middle of 1917. 
The L-11 was decommissioned effective August 1917. Since this particular Zeppelin 
went into active service in June of 1915, any plane between these two periods may be 
considered eligible for airship engagement. However — since zeppelins started to fade 
from popularity in the early to middle months of 1917, I've split the list of planes into 
two groups: planes in service up until May 1917, and planes that only began service 
starting in June 1917. This last grouping of planes (June to August 1917) may be worth 
excluding from use against zeppelins as the likelihood of their meeting in combat 
dwindled with with passing month.

I've gone through this list and pulled all of the eligible aircraft that have corresponding 
miniatures. The planes are listed below in chronological order, color coded by 
affiliation. Green planes represent Entente aircraft, while black plane titles represent the 
Central Powers. I'd like to shout a big "thanks" to Harrier for organizing that reference 
sheet.

Single-seaters

APRIL 1916 — MAY 1917

 Morane-Saulnier Type N (Series 5)
 Fokker E.III (Series 5)

http://www.wingsofwar.org/forums/showthread.php?5121-WWI-Another-Model-Intro-compilation-with-a-twist


 AIRCO D.H.2 (Series 5)
 Nieuport 17
 Halberstadt D.III (Series 5)
 Albatros D.III
 Nieuport 23
 SPAD XIII

JUNE 1917 — AUGUST 1917

 RAF S.E.5a
 Sopwith Camel
 Fokker DR.I
 Pfalz D.III

-------------------
-------------------

Two-seaters

MARCH 1916 — MAY 1917

 L.F.G. Roland C.II
 RAF R.E.8
 De Havilland DH4 / AIRCO D.H.4
 Rumpler C.IV

JUNE 1917 — AUGUST 1917

 Breguet BR.14 B2

---------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------

Reasons for certain card elements

 Number of guns: The card was originally designed around 13 machine gun 
positions (as per Oberst Hajj's request). The total number of guns was later 
reduced to 8 in order to remain historically accurate. The guns, and their 
locations, listed in the crew roster above accurately reflects the amount of air-to-
air firepower carried by the LZ41 (L-11). 
--

 Number of crew: Although the maximum operating crew for this particular 
airship, the number of crew positions has been lowered to 16. This was done for 
a couple of reasons. A crew of 16 was used on occasion during scouting 
scenarios, or when extra room was needed for an additional payload on a 
bombing run. 



--
 Why five pilots?: Since each pilot can suffer at least ONE wound before being 

incapacitated (killed), that's quite a lot of injuries a ship must suffer before going
down from damage alone. However, I think having 5 instead of 6 is better as it 
gives the attackers a better chance for survival. Plus, if the zeppelin has 128 
damage points, then there should be plenty of chances for the crew to suffer 
injuries, not to mention the ship catching fire or losing it's engines.
--

 What's with that explosion icon in the lower right side of the horizontal 
card?: Since the Zeppelin has 128 points of damage, it would eventually get 
confusing trying to count and keep track of damage cards. The idea was that a 
finished card could be printed out and laminated, allowing for players to "write" 
the damage count directly onto the card with a dry-erase marker. The total could 
then be covered by stacking damage cards over top during the game play.
--

 Why "B" damage? The type of guns mounted in zeppelin nacelles were single 
barrel MG08's and MG14's, instead of double mounted turrets. It's difficult to 
walk the line between "historical accuracy" and good game play. Andrea and the 
fine folks behind Wings of War do a smashing job of making sure planes are 
represented exactly how they would have appeared in real life, right down to the 
guns, maneuver decks, and so on. The way it has been explained before is that 
"A" damage decks represent dual barrel gun mounts, whereas the "B" damage 
deck represents single barrel gun mounts. Ergo, the zeppelin LZ41 (L-11) should
only deal "B" type damage.
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